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Abstract. The idea that worker utility is affected by co-worker wages has potentially
broad implications for the labor market–for example, through wage compression, wage
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experiment with Indian manufacturing workers to test whether relative pay comparisons
affect labor supply, effort, and social cohesion. In our setting, workers are paid a flat daily
wage and organized into distinct product teams. We randomize teams to receive either
compressed wages (where all teammates earn the same wage) or pay disparity (where
each team member is paid a different wage according to his baseline productivity rank).
First, for a given absolute wage level, workers are less likely to come to work under pay
disparity—regardless of their relative pay rank. Second, output is lower on pay disparity
teams; workers who earn less their peers reduce output by 0.33 standard deviations. These
effects strengthen in later weeks. Third, performance on endline teamwork tasks suggests
that pay disparity erodes social cohesion: team members are less able to cooperate in
their own self-interest. Finally, the perceived justification for pay differences plays an
essential role in mediating morale effects. When pay differences are clearly justified—coworker output is highly observable, or one’s higher-paid co-workers are substantially more
productive than oneself (in terms of baseline productivity)—we detect no negative effects
of pay disparity on attendance, output, or team cohesion.
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1. Introduction
In traditional agency models, workers care about only their own wage levels when making
effort and labor supply decisions. However, a long tradition in economic thought—as well
as in psychology, sociology, and human resource management—has advanced the notion
that individuals also care about their pay relative to that of their co-workers.1 This implies
that relative pay may be a compensating differential—affecting utility and therefore the
willingness to accept work at a given absolute pay level. In addition, these utility effects
could translate into changes in worker effort, and therefore output.2 3 A growing literature
emphasizes the potential importance of such “morale” effects in the presence of incomplete
contracting (Bewley 1999, Fehr et al. 2009).4 In addition to direct utility effects, a large
literature in social psychology, sociology, and organizational behavior emphasizes the potential for externalities across workers; under this view, a change in morale by some workers
can affect group cohesion or harmony in an organization as a whole (e.g. Levine (1991),
Shaw (2015))—with implications for aggregate welfare and productivity.5
If relative pay concerns affect labor supply, effort, or group cohesion, this could potentially influence many features of the labor market. For example, it could help explain
why wage compression—when wages vary less than the marginal product of labor—appears
prevalent in both poor and rich countries (Dreze and Mukherjee 1989, Fang and Moscarini
2005, Charness and Kuhn 2007). Such considerations have also been proposed as a microfoundation for wage rigidity, with consequences for unemployment and volatility (Akerlof
and Yellen 1990). In addition, relative pay concerns could affect how heterogeneous workers are sorted into firms, possibly leading some firms to specialize in higher or lower ability
workers (e.g., Frank 1984). They could also influence whether labor is contracted through
the external market or organized within firm boundaries (e.g., Nickerson and Zenger 2008).
Finally, such effects could themselves depend on features of production—for example, if the
observability of co-worker output affects whether pay differences are perceived as justified
(e.g., Bracha et al. 2015).6

1

See, for example, Marshall (1890), Veblen and Almy (1899), Hicks (1932),Duesenberry (1949), Easterlin
(1974), Hamermesh (1975).
2
For example, Charness and Kuhn 2007 and Hart and Moore (2008) predict effort reductions in response to
fairness violations or aggrievement.
3
Indeed there are many channels through which social comparisons may have either positive or negative
impacts on productivity.
4
Many employment arrangements are characterized by some degree of incomplete contracting; very few
occupations are solely governed by explicit performance incentives such as piece rates (MacLeod and Parent
1999). Bewley (1999) documents that firm managers consider relative pay concerns to be important for
worker motivation.
5
Economic theories of non-monetary incentives are also relevant to this discussion. See Kandel and Lazear
(1992), Kőszegi (2014), and Benabou and Tirole (2003).
6
See Fehr et al. (2009)for an overview of how fairness considerations may affect the labor market.
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These potential implications rest on the presumption that workers do indeed care about
relative pay. In this paper, we empirically test the validity of this view using a field experiment with manufacturing workers. We conceptualize relative pay concerns as reference
dependence in co-worker wages, with effort effects coming from reciprocity under incomplete contracting. Under most prominent formulations of reference dependence, being paid
less than one’s co-workers will decrease utility and effort. In contrast, the predicted effects
of earning more than one’s co-workers is ambiguous: with the potential for positive effects
(e.g. under loss aversion) or negative effects (e.g. under inequity aversion or through a
decrease in cohesion). We develop a design to enable comparisons of workers who earn the
same absolute wage, so that potential morale effects arise only from changes in co-worker
wages. We formulate primary tests of our predictions by constructing cases where the relationship between own wage and the reference point is clear: when a worker earns strictly
more or less than all of his peers. We use additional tests to better understand the nature
of reference dependence. Specifically, we explore whether perceived justifications for pay
differences affect whether fairness violations are triggered.
In the experiment, 378 workers in Odisha, India are employed full-time for one month in
seasonal manufacturing jobs—a prominent source of employment in the area. They work in
small factories, where they are organized into distinct teams, with three workers per team.
All team members produce the same exact product (e.g. rope), while every team within
a factory produces a different product (e.g. rope vs. brooms). One’s teammates therefore
constitute a natural and salient reference group for pay comparisons.7 Note that there is
no joint production in teams—production is an individual activity. We measure output by
hiring extra staff to measure each worker’s individual production at the end of each day.
All workers are paid a flat daily wage, in accordance with the typical pay structure in the
area.
To induce exogenous variation in co-worker pay, each team is randomized into one of two
pay structures. In the Heterogeneous pay condition, each team member is paid a different
wage—wHigh , wM ed , or wLow —in accordance with his respective productivity rank within
the team (as determined by baseline productivity levels). These relative pay differences are
fairly modest: the difference between each wage level is less than 5%. In the Compressed
pay condition, all team members are paid the exact same wage; we randomly assign the level
of this wage to be wHigh , wM ed , or wLow . Each team is assigned to either the Heterogeneous
or one of the three Compressed wage treatments.8 This allows us to compare, for example,
two workers with the same baseline productivity level who both earn an absolute wage of
7

This is consistent with Card et al. (2012), for example, who found that relative pay comparisons were
stronger within university departments than across departments.
8At the beginning of the baseline (i.e. “training”) period, workers are told that they will receive a wage
increase on a pre-specified date, and that the size of this increase may depend on their baseline productivity.
Once they are randomized into their wage treatment on this date, no additional future wage changes are
possible. This shuts down dynamic incentive effects; see below for a discussion of this.
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wLow , but differ in whether they are paid less than their peers (under the Heterogenous
treatment) or the same as their peers (under the Compressed low wage treatment).
To test whether perceived justifications mediate morale effects, we incorporate two additional sources of variation into our design. First, while wage differentials are fixed at 5%,
underlying baseline productivity is continuous. This induces variation in “actual fairness”:
the extent to which pay differences among co-workers overstate productivity differences.
Second, we generate variation within and across treatments in “perceived fairness”: whether
a team engages in a production task for which it is easy to observe co-worker output.9
We find that for a given absolute pay level, output declines by 0.33 standard deviations
on average when a worker is paid less than both his co-workers.10 This is accompanied
by a 12 percentage point decrease in attendance. These negative effects persist over the
duration of the employment period, and appear to strengthen over time. In contrast,
we find little evidence that performance improves if a worker is paid more than both his
peers. In fact, high rank workers earning more than their peers decrease attendance by 10
percentage points. In addition, we find a decrease in attendance of 12.9 percentage points
for Heterogeneous pay workers who receive the median wage on their team.
Perceived justifications play an important role in mitigating the morale effects of pay
disparity. We examine two sources of variation in perceived justifications, both of which
yield the same pattern of effects. First, we exploit variation in the ratio of pay differences to productivity differences. When teammates’ baseline productivity levels are farther
apart—so that differences in productivity swamp differences in wages—we find no evidence
for negative effects of pay disparity. Second, we exploit variation in the observability of
co-worker output. In production tasks where workers can easily see that their higher paid
peers are more productive than themselves, there is also no negative effect of pay disparity.
Finally, we use endline activities to examine an additional dimension of morale. If relative
pay effects operate through emotions such as resentment or envy of co-workers, this could
undermine social cohesion or cooperation among team members. On the final day of the
experiment, workers play cooperative games that require teamwork to solve picture-based
puzzles. In playing the games, workers randomly are reshuffled into pairs of two—with
variation in whether they are paired with someone from their own product team or from
another team. Pairs receive piece rates for performance on the games, with clearly no
benefit to the firm from effort. Compressed team workers perform better (though not
9We quantified the observability of each of the ten possible production tasks ex ante using a pilot. A

different sample of workers–all of whom were on teams with Compressed wages–were asked after three weeks
of working together to rank their output relative to that of their teammates. We use the mean accuracy of
these responses for a given task as the observability value for that task. In the experiment, we stratify wage
treatments by production task, ensuring variation in task observability within each wage treatment cell.
10This estimate is based on comparing low-rank workers in Heterogeneous (who are paid w
Low ) with low-rank
workers in Compressed teams where everyone is paid wLow . In general, all relative pay effects are identified
off pairwise comparisons of workers in Heterogeneous who receive a given wage and those on Compressed
teams who have the same absolute wage level and same rank (i.e. average productivity).
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statistically significantly so) on the games when they are paired with someone from their
own product team than when paired with a stranger (i.e. someone from another team).
In contrast, Heterogeneous team workers perform 25% worse when they are paired with
someone from their own product team than from another team. In addition, when in mixed
pairs, there is no evidence that Heterogeneous pay workers perform worse than Compressed
pay workers—their decrease in performance arises only when they work with someone from
their own team.
While our findings indicate that in our setting, pay differences can cause substantial
reductions in individual effort and team cooperation, one cannot draw conclusions about
optimal pay structure. One potential benefit to firms of differential pay is dynamic incentives: workers know that if they work hard now, it could lead to higher pay in the future.
Our study design shuts down this channel because after the baseline period, there is no further chance of wage changes. This is important for our specific purpose: cleanly isolating
the morale effects of relative pay differences. It is also a realistic feature of seasonal and
other contract jobs—a very common form of employment among the workers in our study.
More generally, in deciding on optimal pay structure, a firm would weigh any potential costs
of differential pay (e.g. morale reductions) against the potential benefits (e.g. dynamic incentive or selection effects). Our findings indicate that workers’ relative pay concerns could
affect this calculus.
This study builds on the literature on relative pay comparisons in the workplace. Two
recent experimental studies with workers have examined relative pay concerns. First, Card
et al. (2012) document that University of California employees report higher job dissatisfaction on surveys when they find out that they are paid less than their co-workers. Second,
Cohn et al. (2012) show that relative random pay cuts matter more than absolute pay cuts
for effort; these effects persist strongly over a six-hour period. Our results are consistent
with those in both these studies.11 In addition, our work relates to the broader literature

11

A small number of laboratory studies have explored relative pay comparisons using gift exchange games,
with mixed results (Charness and Kuhn 2007, Gatcher and Thoni 2010, Bartling and von Siemens 2011).
Notably, Bracha et al. (2015) find support for relative pay concerns, and for the importance of perceived
justifications. Related laboratory experiments have examined the effects of rank (Brown et al. 2008, Clark
et al. 2010, Kuziemko et al. 2011). In addition, several studies examine relative pay concerns using observational data. Dube, Guliano, and Leonard (2015) document an increase in quitting behavior when an
individual’s pay increase is lower than that of her co-workers. Mas (2014) offers evidence that mandatory
pay disclosure for municipal employees led to pay cuts and subsequent quits for high earners; he interprets
this as public aversion to high compensation. A number of other studies are consistent with a relationship
between relative pay and worker satisfaction or behavior (Levine 1993, Pfeffer and Langton 1993, Clark and
Oswald 1996, Hamermesh 2001, Kwon and Milgrom 2008, Mas 2008, Rege and Solli 2013). Related work
has explored links between relative income and other outcomes, such as happiness (Frey and Stutzer 2002,
Luttmer 2005), health (e.g. Marmot 2004), and reward-related brain activity (e.g. Fliessback et al. 2007).
A set of related papers examines the effects of revealing performance ranks to piece rate workers, illustrating
that social comparisons may matter even when there is no incomplete contracting (Blanes i Vidal and Nossol
2011, Bandiera et al. 2013 and Barankay 2016).
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on the effect of fairness preferences on effort provision under incomplete contracting, such
as gift-exchange (Akerlof 1982).12
Our study advances the literature by finding substantial impacts of relative pay comparisons on effort andlabor supply. In our experiment, wage differences reflect interpersonal
differences in worker productivity; this reflects why wage differences may arise in the labor
market and is important given laboratory findings that justifications can undo fairness violations (Falk et al. 2008, Bracha et al. 2015). We augment these findings with the first piece
of field evidence that perceived justifications play an important role in mediating morale
effects. This has bearing on understanding, for example, why wage compression may arise
in some settings or occupations and not in others. Further, workers make decisions for a
job from which they derive full-time earnings over the one-month study period. This helps
verify that impacts from reference dependence do not disappear once the novelty of treatments wears off (Gneezy and List 2006, Levitt and List 2007). Finally, we shed light on
the deleterious impacts of pay dispersion on the ability for teams to cooperate, even when
monetary incentives are perfectly aligned—a dimension that has been understudied in the
economics literature. We contribute to the emerging literature on management practices,
worker cohesion, and productivity (see also Blader et al. (2015)).
While our results indicate that relative pay concerns can affect output in large magnitudes, they also suggest that negative morale effects can be mitigated when the justification
for differential pay is extremely transparent. These findings suggest that firms may have
several potential tools at their disposal to manage morale in the presence of pay dispersion. For example, technologies that make it easier to quantify worker productivity could
have aggregate output benefits—not just through a reduction in moral hazard, but also
through improved morale. Firms could also potentially alter the organizational structure of
the workplace itself—through job titles, physical co-location of similar workers, or the construction of “teams” (as we did in the experiment)—to affect who a worker views as being
in her reference group. The extent to which firms can and do make use of such strategies
has the potential to affect wage compression, wage rigidity, and firm boundaries. While
speculative, such possibilities suggest a variety of ways through which relative pay concerns
could affect pay structure, organizational arrangements, unemployment, and other labor
market outcomes.

12

These studies test for reference points that are determined by a worker’s own absolute past wage (or
expected wage). A large number of studies find gift exchange in the lab (e.g., Fehr et al. 1993). Field
evidence, however, is more limited; existing field experiments generally find limited support for positive
reciprocity (i.e., effort increases from wage increases), while the evidence on negative reciprocity (i.e. effort
reductions from wage cuts) is more mixed over a one-day period (Gneezy and List 2006, Kube et al. 2013,
Esteves-Sorenson & Macera 2015, DellaVigna et al. 2015). For reviews of this literature, see Fehr et al.
(2009), List (2009), and Charness and Kuhn (2011).
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The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 3 describes our empirical setting
and experimental design, Section 4.2 presents our results, Section 5 discusses threats to
validity, and Section 6 concludes.
2. Framework
2.1. The Worker’s Maximization Problem. We adapt the framework presented in
DellaVigna et al. (2015), which allows the social preferences of workers to affect their effort
decisions. We modify their approach to allow worker morale to be affected by peer wages
in addition to a worker’s own wage.
We assume that a worker i receives a take-it-or-leave-it wage offer wi from the firm and
makes two decisions: a) whether to work that day si ∈ {0, 1} and b) if si = 1, how much
effort ei ≥ 0 to expend working. Effort is not contractible by the firm. If the worker chooses
not to work (i.e., si = 0), then he receives a stochastic outside option Ri = R + εi . The
worker’s payoff from working is
V (wi , w−i , ei ) = wi − c (ei ) + M (wi , w−i ) ei .
This payoff is a function of the worker’s own wage, wi , the wages of the worker’s peers,
w−i , and the effort choice ei . We assume that the worker pays a convex effort cost c (ei )
also experiences a morale effect, M (wi , w−i ), that scales linearly with effort. The worker
chooses to supply his labor if the value from working is greater than his outside option, that
is:




si = 1 arg max V (wi , w−i , ei ) ≥ Ri .
e

We conceptualize relative pay concerns as reference- dependence in utility, where coworker pay enters as an argument into the worker’s reference wage, wR (w−i ). We incorporate this into worker utility in the following way
M (wi , w−i ) = αf (wi − wR |wi < wR ) + βf (wi − wR |wi > wR ) + g (wi )
g (wi ) captures the non-peer-dependent contributors toward morale such as gift exchange.13
Morale is also determined by relative wage differences. The function f (.) is increasing
and monotonic in the gap between the worker’s wage and his reference wage and f (0) = 0.
Importantly, we allow the morale effects of differences between own and reference wages to
be asymmetric. Notably, if the worker is paid less than the reference wage, wi < wR (w−i ),
then this effect is scaled by α. Thus, the morale component of worker’s utility increases
by αf 0 (wi − wR ) per unit of effort. Similarly, the relative pay effect is scaled by β when
wi > wR (w−i ), and the morale component of utility increases by βf 0 (wi − wR ) with effort.
13Alternately, g (w ) could capture other drivers of effort including monitoring norms for effort provision.
i

DellaVigna et al. (2015) focus on g (wi ) to unpack its determinants.
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Note that this is a reduced form specification of worker utility. The parameters α and β
capture both innate preferences and social dynamics in the work place. Prior work conceptualizing relative pay comparisons predicts that α < 0, that is, individuals dislike being paid
less than their peers (i.e., Adams 1963, Akerlof and Yellen 1990). The prediction on the
sign and relative magnitude of β, however, varies. Preferences for status or advantageous
inequality generate β > 0. Further, under loss aversion |α| < |β|. Inequity aversion (i.e.,
Fehr and Schmidt (1999)), on the other hand, would lead to β < 0.
2.2. Labor Supply and Effort Decisions. We now explore what happens to effort and
labor supply decisions when the employer changes the wages of a worker’s peers, holding
his own wage fixed. We argue that this simple framework illustrates how to recover and
identify the signs of α and β.
The benchmark case is one where the worker’s wage is equivalent to his reference wage
(i.e., wi = wR (w−i )). We are interested in the comparative statics of changing the reference
wage wR , holding the own wage wi fixed. First, consider the case of increasing the reference
wage wR . Under the simple framework outlined above, the directional effect on the worker’s
optimal effort and average labor supply decisions is fully pinned down by the sign of α. If
α < 0, for example, then both optimal effort and average labor supply are lower than in
the benchmark case. Similarly, the directional effects of decreasing the reference wage wR ,
holding wi fixed, are pinned down by the sign of β. If β > 0, for example, then the optimal
choice of effort and average labor supply are higher than in the benchmark case.
Our primary goal is to use our experiment to identify the signs of α and β.14 Note that
if wR (w−i ) were fully observable, then one could fully identify the signs of α and β by
observing the responses to small changes in peer wages that trigger wi < wR (w−i ) and
wi > wR (w−i ). While we do not take a strong ex ante stand on the functional form of
wR (w−i ), we discuss below how we identify instances where, under most reasonable cases,
1wi <wR (w−i ) = 1 and 1wi >wR (w−i ) = 1.
3. Experimental Design and Data
3.1. Experimental Design. We construct a design to test the above predictions with
manufacturing workers employed in small factories (see details below). In this setting,
there is incomplete contracting on effort: in accordance with the typical pay structure in
the area, all workers are paid a flat daily wage for each day they come to work. This provides
them with some latitude to select both attendance (with implications for earnings) as well
as effort (with implications for output).
In order to test for reference-dependence in co-worker pay, we must first define, for each
worker, a clear reference group of peers. To accomplish this, within each factory, workers
14We will not attempt to estimate the function f (.). Note that doing so would involve measuring effort and

labor supply under many different values of wi − wR . Further, we will not be able to evaluate the relative
magnitudes of α and β. Doing so would require knowledge of both f (.) and c (.).
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are organized into “teams” of three workers each. All team members produce the same
exact product (e.g. rope), while every team within a factory produces a different product
(e.g. rope vs. brooms). Production is an individual activity—teammates sit together but
do not do any work jointly. Because each worker’s two teammates are the only other people
at the factory making the same product, they are likely the most salient reference group
for wage comparisons.
To construct tests for our core predictions, we design wage treatments that allow us to
fix workers’ absolute pay levels, while creating variation in co-worker pay. Using baseline
productivity data, we rank each worker as the lowest, medium, or highest productivity
worker within his respective team. Each team is then randomized into one of four wage
structures, as shown in Table 1:
• Heterogeneous: Each team member is paid according to his productivity rank within
the team, where the rank is based on workers’ baseline productivity level. The
wages for the lowest, middle, and highest productivity workers are wL , wM , and
wH , respectively.
• Compressed_L: All team members are paid the same daily wage of wL .
• Compressed_M : All team members are paid the same daily wage of wM .
• Compressed_H : All team members are paid the same daily wage of wH .
These wage differences are fairly modest: the difference between each of the three wage
levels is approximately 5%. For each of the three ranks, this design enables us to compare
groups of workers who have the same average productivity levels and are paid the same
absolute wages, but differ in the distribution of their co-workers’ wages.
To test for the role of justifications, we cross-cut the wage treatment with two additional
sources of variation. First, we vary actual fairness—the extent to which pay differentials
overstate productivity differentials—by randomizing workers into teams. Because output is
continuous while productivity rankings are discrete, this generates variation in how much
a worker’s productivity level differs from that of his teammates. This, in turn, enables us
to examine how effects vary with changes in the ratio of {wage difference}/{productivity
difference} within and across wage treatments.
Second, we vary perceived fairness—the extent to which workers can observe co-worker
productivity. The ten production tasks in the factories differ in how easy it is to observe
the output of one’s teammates. To ex-ante quantify the observability of each task, we used
pilot trials to measure whether workers could accurately rank their output relative to that of
their teammates after three weeks of working together. In these trials, all teammates were
paid the same wage, so that wage was not a signal of productivity rank. We stratify wage
treatments by production task, enabling us to test for the effects of observability within and
across wage treatments. The randomization design is summarized in Figure 1.
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3.2. Predictions. Our core prediction is a strict decrease in morale when wi < wR . To
test this, we compare outcomes for Low rank workers in Heterogeneous with those in Compressed_L. Low rank workers in Heterogeneous are paid strictly less than all their teammates. Under virtually any reference point that depends on co-worker pay levels, they
will feel more aggrieved than their counterparts in Compressed_L—who receive the same
absolute pay of wL , but whose teammates earn the same as they do.
Next we compare High rank workers in Heterogeneous with those in Compressed_H to
understand the effects of being paid more than one’s coworkers. If workers enjoy advantageous inequality, we predict a weak increase in effort and attendance for High rank workers
in Heterogeneous compared to those in Compressed_H. However, this effect may be negative if workers have inequity aversion or if the heterogeneous pay disrupts the workplace
environment.
Similarly, that there is no clear ex ante prediction on the behavior of Medium rank
workers in Heterogeneous relative to those in Compressed_M.
Finally, if the justification for pay differences matters for fairness violations, then the
effects will be mediated by the perceived and actual fairness of pay differences. The magnitude of treatment effects will be smaller when differences between a co-worker and his
higher paid peers is large, and when these differences are observable.15

3.3. Time Line, Recruitment and Survey Instruments. We detail the implementation of our experiment in Figure 2. Workers are males between the ages of 18 and 55. We
recruit workers from villages surrounding rural factory sites in Odisha, India. We never
recruit from the same village more than once. Each round requires hiring 30 workers; if
more than the required number of workers apply for the job within a village, we randomly
select among applicants.
After recruitment, workers are randomly assigned into teams of 3 workers each at the
start of the round, and each team is assigned to a unique production task. These team
assignments are stable for the duration of the employment period. The round begins with
training period for each of the tasks. During the first three days of training, factory staff
focus on making sure that the workers fully understand how to complete their tasks and
how to ensure a baseline level of quality demanded in the market. Typically after day four,
output has reached a level of quality that can be sold in the market, and this is the time at
which we begin recording individual output per worker.16
Although output is salable by day 4, we prolong the “training” period to 14 days to
obtain accurate measures of baseline productivity. On day 10, workers are given individual,

15Note that these predictions are consistent with those of the model in Fang and Moscarini (2005).
16Throughout the contract period, we hire extra workers to maintain accurate records of individual-level

output on a twice-daily basis.
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private feedback by the factory manager on their rank relative to the other members of the
team.17
On day 14, we randomly assign teams to treatments and inform each worker in private
of his new wage. We again deliver this message in private and remind each worker that this
is the wage that will be paid for the remainder of the contract period, that there will be no
future opportunities for wage changes, and that there will be no future job opportunities
after the end of the contract period. The factories then run as usual under the treatment
wages until day 34. On day 35, workers participate in endline activities. These include
playing incentivized games that measure team cohesion, as described below. On this last
day, workers also take an endline survey which includes questions on potential earnings
from outside jobs (on days they were absent from work). At the conclusion of the round,
we also do household visits to survey all workers who quit their job at the factory in order
to obtain information on their earnings.
On the first day of employment, workers are shown calendars (which they see at work
everyday) that outline the dates of each of these events. They are also told on the first day
that their post-training wage may depend on their baseline productivity.
An implication of our design is that within a factory, different teams have differing pay
structures and average pay levels. This is not odd since every team within a factory produces a unique product, in conjunction with a distinct contractor. Also, note that factory
managers maintain pay secrecy—each individual is privately told only his own wage; to the
extent that we observe effects of relative pay differences, it is through self-disclosure among
team members.
We collect information about the workers at several points in time. First, when we
compile a list of interested workers after the village meeting, we record information about
household size and landholdings. Second, once workers have reported to the worksites for the
first day of training, we collect a very short baseline survey to capture worker demographic
characteristics including age, literacy, employment history, and basic information about
household assets. Third, throughout the period of employment, we collect daily measures
of worker attendance, production, as well as a subjective measure on the quality of worker
output. If workers are absent we record the reason for the absence when they return.
Fourth, on the final day of employment, we record information on worker activity and
earnings on days for which they were absent, as well as on the labor market activities of the
other members in the household. We also use a survey instrument to map out their social
networks with other workers at the worksite.

17This helps underscore to workers that we are paying attention to productivity. It also helps ensure our

subsequent wage treatment effects are not confounded by information revelation by the factory.
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In Panel A of Table 2, we briefly describe the workers employed at our factories.18 They
are all males between the ages of 18-55 who engage primarily in casual labor. 54% of these
workers own land, with average landholdings of 0.7 acres. In addition, 70% sharecrop land,
with an average land size of 1.2 acres of land. While many workers do own land or sharecrop
land, nevertheless, the land holdings are too small to generate year-round income. All of
the workers primarily supply their labor to the daily labor market.
In Panel B of Table 2, we briefly describe the workers’ collective labor market experiences.
71% of workers have worked on piece rates in the past. While 72% of workers report ever
receiving wages that differ from the prevailing agricultural wage in their village (largely due
to piece rate work such as stone cutting or non-agricultural work such as construction),
only 17% of workers report ever receiving a wage different from that of other laborers in
the village for the same task.
3.4. Regression Specifications. To test our key predictions, we compare outcomes between individuals in the Heterogeneous and Compressed teams, holding fixed a worker’s
production ranking rank and wage. Recall, from Table 1 that the most direct comparisons
are between the Low rank Heterogeneous worker with the Low rank Compressed_L worker,
the Medium rank Heterogeneous worker with the Medium rank Compressed_M worker, and
the High rank Heterogeneous worker with the High rank Compressed_H worker. We refer
to this set of six worker treatment types as the “relevant group”. To use all of the variation
in our experimental data, we use a differences-in-differences strategy to incorporate the
pre-period production information.
The most basic differences-in-differences approach restricts the sample to this “relevant”
group of six worker treatment types and estimates the following regression specification:
(3.1)
yit = α1 P ostt × Heti × RankLi + α2 P ostt × Heti × RankMi + α3 P ostt × Heti × RankHi
+ α4 P ostt × RankLi + α5 P ostt × RankM i + α6 P ostt × RankH i + λi + τt + εit
In all of our empirical specifications, i indexes the worker and t indexes the day of each
round. In most specifications, we focus on outcomes yit , attendance and production. Our
attendance measure is a binary variable capturing whether worker i is present on day t.
The production output variable measures standardized production in units of one standard
deviation of task-level production. To harmonize production across all ten tasks in the
worksites, we use the pre-treatment data for each task to demean and standardize the raw
production data. Raw production is coded as a zero when workers are absent.
Turning to the regressors, P ostt is an indicator for the days after the wage treatment, Heti
is an indicator for being a member of a Heterogeneous team, while the variables RankLi ,
RankMi and RankHi indicate Low, Medium, and High rank workers, respectively. In this
18Table 2 is based on a small subset of responses from a representative sample of workers. The majority of

the baseline and endline surveys are still being entered.
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differences-in-differences specification, any time-invariant team or worker characteristics are
absorbed by the worker fixed effect, λi , while any time trends across the experimental period
are captured by the day-by-round fixed effects, τt .
The key coefficient of interest is α1 , which measures differences in outcomes for Low
rank workers in Heterogeneous with those in Compressed_L teams. α2 captures the total
treatment effect for Medium rank workers in Heterogeneous vs. Compressed_M teams.
Similarly, α3 captures the total treatment effect for High rank workers in Heterogeneous vs.
Compressed_H teams. Recall that our main prediction is α1 < 0.
Note that by restricting the sample to only the so-called “relevant” workers, the above
specification ignores variation that could be helpful in estimating the round-by-day fixed
effects. To incorporate the observations from the “irrelevant” workers (the complement of
the “relevant” group), we augment Equation 3.1 as follows:
(3.2)
yit = α1 P ostt × Heti × RankLi + α2 P ostt × Heti × RankMi + α3 P ostt × Heti × RankHi
+ α4 P ostt × RankLi + α5 P ostt × RankM i + α6 P ostt × RankH i
+ θ1 P ostt × Irreli × RankLi + θ2 P ostt × RankMi × Irreli + θ3 P ostt × RankHi × Irreli
+ λi + τt + εit
Here, Irreli is an indicator for workers who are not among the six “relevant” types.19 We
also include interactions of Irreli with both worker rank, including RankLi , RankMi and
RankHi , and P ostt . Again, the time-invariant terms are absorbed by the worker fixed
effect, λi . Note that the key parameters of interest (α1 , α2 , α3 ) are estimated using the
same sources of variation as in Equation 3.1. The benefit of this specification is that data
from the “irrelevant” workers is used to estimate the round by day fixed effects, τt .
Finally, we further augment the regression specification in Equation 3.2 to incorporate
one additional consideration. Our key predictions require that the production team be the
clear reference group against which each worker compares his pay. To ensure that this is
the case, we incorporate information about the relative spatial isolation of each team into
our empirical specification. Using detailed seating charts from each of the worksites, we
identify whether a team had any neighboring teams that could be observed or overheard
from that team’s location.20 The researchers assigned teams to locations, so the presence
of neighbors is exogenous to both treatment status and worker characteristics. Our main
regression specification is therefore:

19Recall that the “relevant” workers are all of the members of the Heterogeneous teams, along with Low

rank workers in Compressed_L teams, Medium rank workers in Compressed_M, and High rank workers in
Compressed_H.
20Seating charts of each worksite are available upon request.
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(3.3)
yit = α1 P ostt × Heti × RankLi + α2 P ostt × Heti × RankMi + α3 P ostt × Heti × RankHi
α4 P ostt × RankLi + α5 P ostt × RankM i + α6 P ostt × RankH i
¯ 0 θ + N eigh
¯ 0 γ + λi + τt + εit
+Irrel
it
it
¯ it 0 contains a time-invariant indicator for having a neighbor N eighi , interThe vector N eigh
acted with P ostt , the treatment of worker i, the rank of worker i, and the treatment status
of N eighi . Our results are similar if we exclude the vector of N eigh0it controls. However, we
view their inclusion as providing the cleanest test of our predictions, and so use Equation
3.3 as our main specification in the analysis. For simplicity, in Equation 3.3 we also simplify
the notation and group all of the terms involving the so-called “irrelevant” workers into the
¯ 0 . Here, θ is a vector of coefficients.
vector Irrel
it
.
3.5. Perceived Fairness. One of our key aims is to understand the conditions under
which relative pay differences may be deemed acceptable by workers. As described above in
Section 3.1, we consider two sources of heterogeneity that were built into the experimental
design.
First, because workers are randomly assigned to teams, the relative differences in productivity between the Low and Medium rank workers and between the Medium and High
rank workers vary exogenously. When pre-treatment productivity differences are higher,
wage differences may seem more justified. Second, some of the production tasks are more
observable than others. For relatively unobservable tasks, it may be harder for workers
to see that they are less productive than their higher-paid peers. In order to test these
hypotheses, we estimate heterogeneous effects regressions, fully interacting the variables in
Equation 3.3 with measures of productivity differentials and task observability, respectively.
Results are presented in Section 4.3
4. Results
In what follows, we present results from fourteen worksite rounds, employing a total of
378 workers.
4.1. Knowledge of Co-worker Wages. Given that managers maintained pay secrecy
throughout the experiment, the wage treatments should only have power if workers discussed
their wages with one another. Using the endline survey, we asked workers about their
knowledge of their co-workers’ wages. Among Compressed teams, approximately 97% of
workers reported that they could name the wage of at least one team member, and 98% of
those workers correctly reported that both co-workers earned the same wage as themselves.
Among Heterogeneous teams, however, only 92% of workers reported that they could name
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the wage of at least one team member, and of those workers, only 82% had the correct beliefs
about their co-workers’ wages. Overall, this implies that 95% of workers on Compressed
teams and 76% of workers on Heterogeneous teams could correctly report co-worker wages.
The accuracy of the beliefs is similar for the Low, Medium, and High rank workers. These
findings indicate that overall, there was a substantial amount of discussion of wages within
teams. In addition, the difference in information sharing between the Compressed and
Heterogeneous teams, while only suggestive, is consistent with awkwardness of discussing
pay with teammates when there are wage differences.21
4.2. Effects of Pay Disparity. We now turn to our main results. Figure 3 provides
an overview of the underlying data. It plots average production on each day for each of
the 3 sets of relevant pairwise comparisons. Among Low rank workers, in the baseline
period, production in the Compressed_L and Heterogeneous teams shows a common trend
as workers gain experience. The treatment (“post”) period begins on day 0, when workers
are privately told their individual post-training wage. Within about 5 days (i.e. by the first
pay period following the wage change), differences in output start to emerge, with workers
on Heterogeneous teams (who are paid less than their peers) reducing output relative to
the Compressed_L teams. This delay in the onset of treatment effects is consistent with
non-immediate diffusion of pay information among team members; it potentially suggests
that it takes up to a week (one pay period) for workers to become aware of pay differences
within the team. In addition, there is no evidence of positive effects of relatively higher pay
for High rank workers who are paid more than their peers (Panel C). Finally, the graphs
suggest that the output of Medium rank workers in Compressed_M is no different from
their counterparts in Heterogeneous pay teams.
Table 3 presents the estimation of Equation 3.3 on the full sample of workers in each
round. Columns 1-2 measure the effects on standardized production, Columns 3-4 measure
effects on attendance, while Column 5 measures production effects conditional on attendance. We find that workers decrease both production and attendance when they are paid
less than their team-mates, holding their absolute wage levels fixed (α1 < 0). The output of
Low wage workers declines by 0.385 standard deviations in response to the Heterogeneous
treatment (significant at the 1% level). This effect is robust to the inclusion of individual
fixed effects (Col. 2, our preferred specification). While overall output declines for these
workers, we see little evidence for decreases in quality (Appendix Table A1).22
Turning to attendance, we find that on average, relatively lower-paid workers are approximately 11.3 percentage points less likely to come to work (on a base of 93.9% attendance
21It is also worth mentioning that only four workers on Heterogeneous teams thought that all of the workers

earned the same wage.
22It is difficult to quantify quality levels in our setting. To obtain a rough proxy, for a subset of rounds and
days, we had management rate the quality of each worker’s output for that day on a scale of 1-5. We do
not see evidence for a change in these subjective quality ratings. It is possible, however, that this subjective
measure is too crude and noisy to enable us to examine effects.
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pooled across the Compressed groups, Col. 6). It is important to note that workers are not
compensated for days during which they are absent.
In contrast, we find little evidence that performance improves when workers are paid
more than their peers. In fact, there are large, but insignificant decreases in production for
high rank workers in Heterogeneous teams relative to their counterparts on Compressed_H
teams. We also find that these high rank workers do decrease their attendance by 10.6
percentage points (statistically significant at the 5% level) in response to being paid more
than others on their teams. . In addition, we find similar results for the medium rank
workers on the Heterogeneous teams relative to their counterparts on the Compressed_M
teams. While we did not have strong ex ante predictions for the behavior of the Medium
and High rank types, our results for these workers may be indicative of a hostile work
environment. We further explore this idea below.
One natural question is whether the large negative impacts persist or instead wear off
over time. In Table 4, we separately estimate Equation 3.3 over three parts of the posttreatment period.23 Workers were paid their earnings weekly (every Friday). The evidence
suggests that differences in relative pay become especially observable or salient after the
first post-treatment payday, and then strengthen over time.
.
4.3. The Role of Perceived Justifications. We now investigate if there are circumstances that might mitigate the negative effects of heterogeneous pay that we measure
above.
We examine both whether morale effects of pay differences are mediated when the difference in peers’ productivity levels is large and when productivity is easy to observe.
Results are shown for both types of justifications in Table 5. We first consider how the
treatment effects change when workers have small versus large baseline productivity differentials. Columns 1 and 2 focus on these effects. Panel A considers team-level treatment
effects and the mitigating effects of large productivity differences. In these regressions, we
calculate the baseline difference between the low and medium rank workers and include
an interaction of that variable with Heterogeneous x Post. We find that at the team level,
pay disparity when productivity differences are low cause productivity decreases of 0.24
standard deviations and attendance decreases of 9.3 percentage points. However, when
productivity difference are high, these negative effects are completely offset.
Panels B and C present heterogeneous effects versions of our main specification (equation
??). Here, we consider the differential effects of pay disparity on low rank workers when
their productivity is close vs. far from that of the medium rank workers. For the medium
rank worker, we consider the baseline productivity differential between the medium and
high rank workers. Note that because the high worker has nobody who earns more, we
23The full pre-treatment period is included in all regressions.
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do not define a productivity individual for these types. Panel B presents results pooled
across all members of the team, while Panel C shows effects broken out by rank. Again
in both specifications, we find that there are large negative impacts of pay disparity when
productivity differences are small. However, large productivity differences fully mitigate
the negative productivity and attendance reactions.
We next check for mediating effects of whether co-worker output is observable. Some
of our tasks, by nature, are much more observable than others. We quantify observability
using data from 3-week pilot rounds with a different sample of workers (conducted before
the start of this experiment). Unlike in our main experimental rounds, in the pilot rounds,
workers were never told their productivity rankings. On the last day of these pilot rounds,
we instead asked workers to rank their co-workers by productivity.24 We consider a task
to be more observable if the rankings given to us by the workers better match the actual
productivity rankings obtained from the administrative data. In Figure 4, we present the
correlations between the actual and survey rankings for each production task, which range
from negative values (bottom-coded at zero) to 0.87.
Columns 3 and 4 of Table 5 present heterogeneous treatment effects on output and
attendance by task observability. We find a pattern of results that is very similar to that of
Columns 1 and 2. At the team level, in Panel A, we find that heterogeneous pay decreases
sharply production and attendance for workers assigned to opaque or hard to observe tasks.
Again, there are no detectable negative treatment effects when the tasks are easy to observe.
These same patterns emerge in Panels B and C, when we estimate the heterogeneous effects
version of our main specification. Also note, that observability is well defined for all members
of the team, including the high rank workers. The patterns are similar across ranks. The
results in both columns indicate that negative morale effects for Heterogeneous workers are
concentrated in production tasks where it is more difficult to observe co-worker productivity.
When productivity is highly observable, we also cannot reject an absence of negative morale
effects of being paid less than one’s peers. Taken together, both sets of results suggest that
the underlying context shapes a worker’s response to receiving a lower wage than his peers.25
4.4. Effects on Team Cohesion. The above results suggest that negative morale effects
reduce individual effort provision to the firm. Another potentially important aspect of
morale is cooperation among team members—since many jobs involve some degree of team
production, either explicitly or implicitly. If the effects of relative pay differences operate
through emotions such as resentment or envy of other co-workers, this may erode the ability
of peers to cooperate in their own self-interest.
24At the end of the pilots, we added two additional tasks. We followed a similar procedure with a separate

sample of workers to quantify observability for these two additional tasks, and these were run concurrently
with the experiment.
25Appendix Table A2 verifies that the productivity difference results (Table 5) and observability results
(Table ??) are identified off of different sources of variation. There is substantial non-overlap among these
two measures in the sample.
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To test for effects on team cohesion, we developed two sets of cooperative games that
required teamwork. Workers played these games at endline—on the last day of work, as
part of a “fun farewell” day. Importantly, there was clearly no benefit to the firm from
worker effort on the games. Workers were paid piece rates for performance on the games,
in addition to their usual daily wage.26
In the first game, workers had to build a tower with the other members of their assigned
product team. Each team was given a set of raw materials (e.g., cardboard, pens, rubber
bands, playing cards), and asked to build as high a tower as possible with these materials.
Teams were given a 25 minute time limit, though were free to stop earlier if they wanted.
The payment schedule for this game was a linear piece rate for the tower’s height (measured
in cm), paid equally to each of the three team members.
In the second set of games, workers had to solve cooperative puzzles in pairs of two.
In the “Spot the Difference” game, each person in the pair received a sheet with similar
pictures on both sheets. The workers had to compare their sheets with each other, and circle
any difference in the pictures on the two sheets (Appendix Figure A2, Panel A). Payment
was a piece rate for every correct difference that was circled on both workers’ respective
sheets. In the “Symbol Matching” game, each pair member was given a sheet with a grid
of symbols. Workers had to match symbols—circling all instances where the same symbol
appeared in the same grid position in both of their respective sheets (Appendix Figure
A2, Panel B).27 Payment was a piece rate for every correct match that was circled on both
workers’ respective sheets. Payment was therefore always the same for members of a pair
within each pair-game.
For these games, we constructed pairs by reshuffling workers across product teams. Each
worker was paired with 8 different people—playing four iterations each of Spot the Difference
and Symbol Matching. Specifically, we randomized pair construction so that in 50% of cases,
the two members of the pair were drawn from the same product team; in the other 50%
of cases, paired workers were from different product teams. In other words, each worker
played each game twice with each of his product teammates, and twice with someone from
another team—for a total of 8 games.
Table 6 indicates that Heterogenous pay decreases team cooperation. In the tower building game, Heterogeneous teams build towers that are 9.376 cm (17.5%) shorter than the
other teams on average (Col. 1). This effect persists when comparing Heterogeneous teams
to only the Compressed_Low and Compressed_Medium teams, with a treatment effect of
8.039 cm or 15% (Col. 2).

26At the end of the day, we randomly selected one of the games for each worker, and the worker received his

piece rate earnings for that game only. Workers were told we would randomly select one game for payment
in advance. Note that these endline games were only played in the final 8 rounds of the experiment (80
teams only).
27We thank Heather Schofield for providing us with the Symbol Matching game grids.
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Table 6, Cols. 3-5 examine effects on the cooperative pairwise puzzles. If both members
of a pair are from the same team, they score 1.021 points (25%) lower if that team had
Heterogeneous pay than if it had Compressed pay (Col. 3). Overall, the results suggest that
among Compressed teams, when both members of the pair are from the same product team,
workers may perform better than when playing with a stranger (i.e. someone from another
team). However, the interaction term indicates that this effect is more than completely
undone in Heterogeneous pay teams. In addition, note that Heterogeneous team members
do not perform worse than Compressed team members in general—the point estimate for at
least one Heterogeneous worker in pair is actually positive (though insignificant). Rather,
Heterogeneous pay workers only perform worse when they are paired with another person
from their own team.28
It is worth noting that the worker productivity rankings in the main experiment have
some predictive power for performance on these endline games. Cols. 4-5 indicate that on
average, a pair with a Low or Medium rank worker score 18.9% and 13.8% less, respectively,
than a pair with a High rank worker. This suggests that the baseline productivity rankings
capture, in part, some stable differences in ability or effort across workers.
Overall, the endline games suggest a decrease in Heterogeneous workers’ ability to cooperate in order to earn money for themselves. This decreased performance cannot be due
to retaliation against the firm, since the firm gains no benefit from performance on the
games. In addition, the cooperative pair games indicate that lower Heterogeneous worker
performance is not due to general disgruntlement. Low performance only arises when they
must work with the other people in their own product team.
5. threats to Validity and Discussion
Internal validity concerns. Could an explanation other than relative pay comparisons deliver
our findings? One potential confound is career concerns. Suppose that—even though we
stress to workers that this is a one-time seasonal temp job—workers supply effort partly in
hopes of increasing the probability of future employment. When a worker in Heterogeneous
observes he is paid less than his co-workers, he may believe the firm is less likely to hire
him in the future and therefore decrease effort. However, our design generates additional
predictions that are not consistent with career concerns. First, we find that workers that
28Since the endline games were conducted on the last day of work—when all workers received their final pay

for the contract job—attendance was high. However, 4.6% of workers were absent on this last day. In the
tower game, teams just played with whichever workers were present. In the cooperative puzzles, if a worker
was absent, then the person who had been paired with that worker for a pair-game sat out during that
round and their score for that pair-game is coded as 0. Appendix Table A3 verifies that the endline game
results are not driven by differential absence across teams. First, as expected on the last day, treatment
status did not affect worker attendance. For example, the difference in average attendance rates between
Heterogeneous and Compressed teams is -0.0045 (Col. 1). Cols. 3-4 replicate results for the tower game only
for teams where all workers in the team were present. Cols. 5-6 replicate results for only those pair-games
where both members of a pair were present. The results for both sets of games are similar to those in Table
6.
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are close in productivity to their higher paid colleagues—and therefore more valuable to the
firm—are more likely to decrease effort. In contrast, in a career concerns model, workers
that are relatively further behind their colleagues should be more likely to believe their
chances of future employment are low, generating the opposite prediction. Second, given
that we find large extensive margin effects on attendance, it is difficult to explain under a
career concerns model why workers are willing to give up full-time earnings (due to poor
attendance) and sit at home unemployed. Similar arguments apply to the potential concern
that lower-paid Low rank workers in Heterogeneous decrease effort because the wage is a
signal that helps them learn about their own type, affecting their future expectations.
Another potential issue is possible gift exchange effects from the fact that all workers
receive a wage increase after training. Such effects should be common across all treatments,
since all workers receive a pay raise. If peer effects from more higher-paid (and therefore
more productive) peers increase own output, this would make it harder to detect our main
effects.
Our design relies on the presumption that each worker’s reference group is comprised
of his two teammates. If workers instead compared themselves to those in other teams,
it could create contamination across treatment groups. However, this should decrease the
potency of our treatments and make it harder to find our hypothesized effects. Given our
experimental design, we believe that it is reasonable to expect that for someone making
rope, the other 2 people making rope (who sit with and work next to him daily) are a more
salient comparison group than those making incense sticks or brooms (who have their own
unique seating area and production task). This is consistent with the findings of Card et al.
(2012), where workers cared about pay relative to others in their particular departments,
and less about other departments in the same workplace.
We can also rule out the hypothesis that our results are driven by an instability in the
rankings of workers across time. In Appendix Table ??, we show that our main results are
robust to dropping individuals who fell in rank between the training period and the ranking
period. While the estimates lose statistical power, they barely change in magnitude.
Finally, our experiment is not well-suited to precisely disentangle the psychological mechanism that drives effort reductions. For example, unfairness and envy are different emotions
that could trigger a decrease in morale, and could micro-found reference dependence in
utility. We do not take a stance on the underlying psychology—what matters for our interpretation is that the mechanism is something that operates through reference-dependence
in co-worker pay.
Humiliation from being identified as a low productivity type in front of one’s peers,
for example, is one competing explanation. In this world, the effects on output might still
operate through a loss of worker morale, but not through reference dependence in co-worker
pay. However, this class of mechanism is also unlikely to explain our full results. Under a
story of humiliation, workers that are close in productivity to their higher-paid colleagues
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should experience less shame and motivation to decrease output. We find the opposite
result. In addition, note that we maintain a policy of pay secrecy; if workers disclose that
they are lower paid, then they do so voluntarily.
External validity concerns. Two important external validity concerns stem from whether
the wage treatments appear unusual to the workers. First, since we have selected tasks
in which output is measurable, firms could consider paying piece rates or some other form
of explicit incentives. However, whether this makes sense will depend on the cost of the
monitoring technology. In the experiment, we bear the considerable expense to hire extra
staff to measure each worker’s output daily. In addition, in the local context in which our
experiment takes place, it is common for workers to receive flat wages even when output is
measurable. For example, many retail goods are produced under both piece rates and under
flat wages by firms in the study region. Similarly, some employers pay piece rates while
others in the same village pay fixed daily wages to harvest a given crop. It is also the case
that under explicit incentives, quantity may improve but at the expense of quality—such
multitasking problems are well documented.
Second, workers may have found it odd that some teams were paid based on baseline
productivity while others were paid equal wages. We developed our design to mitigate this
concern to the full extent possible. This is one of the driving reasons for having each team
produce a unique task, which in turn is associated with its own unique contractor. There
was thus no opportunity to compare one’s own wages with those of other teams producing
the same output in the same worksite.
A related issue is whether it is reasonable for the firm to pay differential wages based on
training output (rather than ex-post output). This is also common in many settings. For
example, firms usually set the pay of short-term consultants based on expected productivity.
Even for salaried workers, pay is usually based on ex-ante expectations, with stickiness
throughout a worker’s tenure at the firm (Fehr et al. 2009)—this is not adjusted with new
information on ex-post performance, but rather re-negotiated at infrequent intervals. More
generally, explicit incentives like piece rates based on ex-post output are not that common
in poor or rich countries (e.g. Dreze and Mukherjee 1989, MacLeod and Parent 1999).
One potential benefit to firms of differential pay is dynamic incentives: workers know
that if they work hard now, it could lead to higher pay in the future.29 Our study design
shuts down this channel since after the training period, there is no further chance of wage
changes. However, the objective of our study is not to isolate the optimal pay policy for
firms. Rather, our objective is to test whether relative pay comparisons affect effort—a
topic on which there is limited field evidence, and which is currently ignored in mainstream
agency models of pay structure. The optimal pay policy for a firm would depend on weighing
the potential costs of differential pay (e.g. morale reductions) against the potential benefits
29For example, pay differences could also affect selection of workers into the firm (Lazear 2000,Guiteras and

Jack 2014, and Ashraf et al. 2014).
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(e.g. dynamic incentives). In addition, evidence on when differential pay is most likely to
damage morale—for example when output is harder to precisely quantify or less observable
by co-workers—can enhance our understanding of why we observe differential pay in some
occupations and not in others.
6. Conclusion
We find that when workers are paid less than their peers, they reduce output and are
willing to give up substantial earnings through decreases in attendance. The perceived
justification for these pay differences plays an important role in mediating these effects.
Our findings provide support for reference dependence in co-worker pay, and indicate that
transparency about the firm’s rationale for pay is important for fairness perceptions and
output.
The results suggest that optimal pay for a given worker will potentially be a function of
co-worker pay. This could help us understand why wage compression—when wages vary
less than the marginal product of labor—is so prevalent. For example, in many occupations—from tollbooth attendants to supermarket cashiers—all workers in a firm are paid
the same fixed hourly wage even though managers are aware of their productivity differences. In casual daily labor markets—for example among agricultural day laborers in India
or California—an employer usually pays all workers the same prevailing daily wage, despite
knowing which are more productive than others (e.g. Dreze and Mukherjee 1989). While
such behavior is hard to reconcile under neoclassical agency theory, if relative pay is important, then it may be profit maximizing for firms to compress wages. Our results may
also have bearing on explaining the conditions under which differential pay will arise—for
example, when it is easy to observe and quantify co-workers’ relative productivity. This
could help explain why workers accept earnings dispersion under piece rates or within sports
teams (where performance statistics reflect productivity), but not among clerical workers
at the University of California (Card et al. 2012).
Wage compression could have potentially important effects on labor market outcomes.
For example, Akerlof and Yellen (1990) tie this to wage rigidity: if firms cannot cut pay after
individual adverse shocks and therefore fire workers instead, this will increase unemployment
and business cycle volatility. Wage compression may also have distributional consequences.
If the wage for all laborers is the same, better quality workers will be hired first and worse
quality ones may be more likely to face involuntary unemployment. This implies that small
productivity differences may lead to large earnings differences, exacerbating inequality and
amplifying the adverse effects of shocks like illness. Thus, the rationing mechanism may
hurt the most vulnerable, generating a rationale for targeting in unemployment programs.
Relative pay concerns may also have relevance for the organization of production and firm
boundaries. For example, they could influence whether workers of heterogeneous ability are
organized within a firm or contract their labor through the external market. Consistent
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with this, Nickerson and Zenger (2008) argue that pay differences across firms serve as a
hindrance to firm mergers. Similarly, firms may “specialize” in hiring workers of a given
productivity level to avoid pay discrepancies. Relative pay concerns also have bearing on
human resource policies—for example, they could help explain why about one-third of US
firms require employees to sign nondisclosure contracts that forbid them from discussing
their pay with their co-workers (Card et al. 2012).
In addition, our findings suggest that firms may have several potential tools at their
disposal to manage morale in the presence of pay dispersion. For example, technologies
that make it easier to quantify worker productivity could have aggregate output benefits
not just through increased monitoring, but also through improved morale. Firms could also
potentially alter the organizational structure of the workplace itself—through job titles,
physical co-location of similar workers, or the construction of “teams”—to affect who a
worker views as being in her reference group. Indeed, our experimental design leverages
the insight that the organization of production can be manipulated to affect the reference
group for relative pay comparisons.
While speculative, the above possibilities suggest a variety of ways through which relative pay concerns could affect pay structure, organizational arrangements, and other labor
market outcomes. These possibilities are a promising direction for further research.
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Figures

Figure 1. Randomization Design
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Figure 2. Time Line
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Figure 3. Effects of Heterogeneous Pay on Worker Output
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Standardized production residual is the residual from a regression of standardized output on a dummy for
festival days and dummies for each of the four treatment groups. The figures plot, for each day of the
experiment, the average of the residuals for each group of workers (the relevant pairwise comparisons are
shown of workers who earn the same absolute wage, but are in Compressed vs. Heterogeneous pay teams).
Day=0 is the day wage treatments took effect (i.e. when workers were told their post-training wage).
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Figure 4. Task Observability: Actual vs. Survey Correlations
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Figure plots the correlation between actual productivity rankings and perceived rankings by the workers
(reported in endline surveys) for eight of the production tasks. Note that this data come from four pilot
rounds where the research team did not inform workers of their production rankings. In our analysis, we
split the tasks at the median level of observability (0.5 correlation).
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Tables
Table 1. Treatments and Relevant Comparisons

Worker Type
Low productivity
Medium productivity
High productivity

Heterogeneous

Compressed_L

Compressed_M

Compressed_H

wLow

wLow

wMedium

wHigh

wMedium

wLow

wMedium

wHigh

wHigh

wLow

wMedium

wHigh

Table 2. Summary Statistics
Panel A: Demographic Characteristics
Own any land
Sharecrop any land
Land Owned (Acres)
Land Leased Out (Acres)
Own Land Cultivated (Acres)
Land Sharecropped In (Acres)
Female HH members
Male HH members
Female HH members engaged in labor force
Male HH members engaged in labor force
N

Mean
0.54
0.70
0.68
0.04
0.67
1.17
2.08
2.37
0.81
1.79
145

Panel B: Labor Market Experience
Received wage different from prevailing wage
Received wage different from other laborers in village
Ever worked on piece rates
N

Mean
0.72
0.17
0.71
313

Table 3. Effects of Pay Disparity

Post x Heterogeneous x Low wage

Output
(std dev.)

Output
(std dev.)

(1)

(2)

-0.385
-0.332
(0.134)*** (0.128)***

Attendance Attendance

Output |
Attendance

(3)

(4)

(5)

-0.113
(0.055)**

-0.120
(0.053)**

-0.204
(0.114)*

-0.262
(0.201)

-0.226
(0.187)

-0.126
(0.056)**

-0.129
(0.060)**

-0.061
(0.114)

Post x Heterogeneous x High wage

-0.288
(0.199)

-0.172
(0.181)

-0.106
(0.076)**

-0.104
(0.052)**

-0.009
(0.152)

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Individual fixed effects?

Post-treatment Compressed Mean
-0.099
-0.099
0.939
0.939
0.015
N
8375
8375
8375
8375
7678
Notes : Difference in differences regressions. Post is an indicator that equals 1 if the day is after workers have
been randomized into wage treatments, and 0 during the baseline training period. Col (5) limits to observations
where the worker was present. Regressions include day*round fixed effects, task-specific quadratic experience
trends, and controls for neighboring teams. All coefficients are identified off comparisons of workers who earn
the same absolute wage and have the same productivity rank within their team (see regression specification in
text). Standard errors clustered by team.
R-squared

0.421

0.442

0.214

0.206
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Come back and look at paydays again for L guy -- without fixed effects, maybe promising… (maybe w/ interaction with paydays in regs…)
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Table 4. Effects Over Time
Output (std dev.)

Attendance

After
Before first Between first and
second
payday in second paydays payday in
post period in post period post period

After
Before first Between first and
second
payday in second paydays payday in
post period in post period post period

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Post x Heterogeneous x Low wage

-0.0773
(0.174)

-0.345**
(0.139)

-0.451**
(0.185)

-0.0215
(0.0495)

-0.0992
(0.0674)

-0.220**
(0.0859)

Post x Heterogeneous x Med wage

-0.0357
(0.146)

-0.251
(0.220)

-0.240
(0.292)

-0.0352
(0.0430)

-0.148**
(0.0733)

-0.119
(0.0901)

Post x Heterogeneous x High wage

-0.0463
(0.215)

-0.285
(0.215)

-0.203
(0.220)

-0.0810
(0.0684)

-0.126*
(0.0638)

-0.0900
(0.0833)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Individual fixed effects?

Post-treatment Compressed Mean
0.081
-0.028
-0.264
0.973
0.945
0.916
R-squared
0.565
0.526
0.532
0.178
0.149
0.212
N
4,643
4,940
5,276
4,643
4,940
5,276
Notes : Difference in differences regressions. Post is an indicator that equals 1 if the day is after workers have been randomized into wage
treatments, and 0 during the baseline training period. All specifications include all of the pre-wage change observations. Col (1) and (4) only
include post observations before the first payday. Col (2) and (5) only include post observations after the first but before the second payday.
Col (3) and (6) only include post observations after the second payday. Regressions include day*round fixed effects, task-specific quadratic
experience trends, and controls for neighboring teams. All coefficients are identified off comparisons of workers who earn the same absolute
wage and have the same productivity rank within their team (see regression specification in text). Standard errors clustered by team.
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Table 5. Perceived Justifications: Mediating Effects of Relative Productivity and Observability Differences

Definition of Perceived Justification Indicator
Baseline output difference
between a worker and his
higher ranked peer is large
Output
Attendance
(1)
(2)

Dependent variable

Co-worker output is
highly observable
Output
Attendance
(3)
(4)

Panel A — Team Level Comparisons

Post x Pay disparity

Post x Pay disparity x Perceived justification

-0.244**
(0.114)

-0.0930**
(0.038)

-0.317**
(0.139)

-0.0845**
(0.042)

0.333
(0.214)

0.103**
(0.052)

0.465***
(0.163)

0.0892*
(0.051)

Panel B — Individual Level Comparisons (Pooled)

Post x Pay disparity

Post x Pay disparity x Perceived justification

-0.358***
(0.133)

-0.167***
(0.039)

-0.384***
(0.131)

-0.153***
(0.031)

0.292*
(0.173)

0.159**
(0.061)

0.395**
(0.161)

0.0996**
(0.046)

Panel C — Individual Level Comparisons (Separately by Rank)

Post x Pay disparity x Low wage

-0.448***
(0.147)

-0.168***
(0.061)

-0.526***
(0.165)

-0.158**
(0.071)

Post x Pay disparity x Low wage x Perceived justification

0.467**
(0.231)

0.181**
(0.087)

0.518**
(0.223)

0.121
(0.077)

Post x Pay disparity x Med wage

-0.270
(0.224)

-0.170**
(0.075)

-0.269
(0.237)

-0.157**
(0.068)

Post x Pay disparity x Med wage x Perceived justification

0.127
(0.267)

0.150
(0.094)

0.0830
(0.301)

0.0876
(0.118)

Post x Pay disparity x High wage

-0.405
(0.253)

-0.139*
(0.071)

Post x Pay disparity x High wage x Perceived justification

0.597**
(0.278)
0.431
8375

0.0884
(0.078)
0.172
8375

R-squared
Number of observations (worker-days)

0.436
8375

0.171
8375

Notes : Panel A shows comparisons of Pay dispartity teams with Compressed_low teams. Panels B-C show comparisons of each
worker in Pay disparity teams with the relevant worker (who has the same rank and absolute earnings level) in the Compressed
teams. In Cols. (1)-(2), the Perceived justification indicator equals 1 if the baseline producitivty difference between a worker and his
higher-ranked teammate (for low and medium rank workers) is above the Compressed group mean, for Panels B-C. The team level
regressions in Panel A use the value of this indicator for the lowest rank worker. In Cols. (3)-(4), this indicator equals 1 if the
observability correlation for the worker's production task (computed using a separate baseline sample) is above the mean.
Regressions include individual fixed effects, day*round fixed effects, task-specific quadratic experience trends, and controls for
neighboring teams. Standard errors clustered by team.

Table 6. Effects on Team Cohesion: Endline Games

Dependent variable

Game:
Tower building in teams
Tower
Tower
height
height

(4)

(5)

-1.021**
(0.471)

-0.961**
(0.471)

-0.197***
(0.063)

Both workers from same team

0.341
(0.302)

0.515
(0.313)

0.0649
(0.046)

At least one Heterogeneous worker in pair

0.154
(0.359)

0.116
(0.348)

0.0545
(0.050)

At least one low rank worker in pair

-0.823***
(0.254)

-0.0861**
(0.036)

At least one medium rank worker in pair

-0.643**
(0.304)

-0.0919**
(0.044)

Compressed_High team

Both workers from same team x Heterogeneous

(2)
-8.039**
(3.682)
4.396
(5.749)
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Dependent variable mean
53.45
53.45
4.085
4.085
0.529
Observations
70
70
1854
1854
1854
R-squared
0.302
0.306
0.223
0.231
0.212
Notes: This table shows results from cooperative team building games at endline. These games were only run in later rounds of the
experiment. Cols. 1-2 shows results from a game where each production team was given materials to build as high a tower as possible
(measured in cm). Regressions include round fixed effects. Observations are the number of teams. Cols. 3-5 show results from paired
cooperative games with partners. The dependent variable is the number of items correct within each pair-game. Both workers from same team
is a dummy that equals 1 if both members of the pair were on the same production team during the experiment. Regressions include
round*game_station fixed effects and fixed effects of the order in which a game was played during the day. Observations are the number of
pair-games. All standard errors are clustered by team.
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(3)

Heterogeneous team

(1)
-9.376***
(3.487)

Game:
Cooperative puzzles in pairs
Number
Number
Above mean
correct
correct
correct

Table 7. Survey Responses
Believes wage set fairly relative to teammates

Above-median happiness (World Values Survey)

High
Medium
Low
Full team rank only rank only rank only

High
Medium
Low
Full team rank only rank only rank only

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Heterogeneous Team

-0.0316
(0.0981)

0.363***
(0.120)

-0.121
(0.153)

-0.399**
(0.161)

-0.254***
(0.0886)

-0.448***
(0.163)

-0.143
(0.143)

-0.160
(0.119)

Heterogeneous team x Observability measure

0.0516
(0.144)

-0.108
(0.190)

0.0638
(0.235)

0.259
(0.231)

0.273**
(0.115)

0.349
(0.225)

0.203
(0.224)

0.319**
(0.161)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Task and round fixed effects?

R-squared
0.084
0.244
0.198
0.222
0.184
0.315
0.277
0.292
N
358
121
119
118
358
121
119
118
Notes : OLS regressions using responses from the endline survey. All specifications include team and round fixed effects. Col (1) and (4) include all
observations. The remaining columns restrict the samples to the high, medium, and low rank workers. Standard errors clustered by team in col (1) and (4).
Robust standard errors are used in the single-rank specifications.
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Appendix A. Supplemental Figures and Tables
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Figure A1. Density of Raw Production by Task, Ranked by Observability
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Panel A: Spot the Difference - Example

Panel B: Symbol Matching - Example

Figure A2. Cooperative Puzzle Games - Examples
Examples of the cooperative pair games. Each worker in a pair would receive one of the sheets. Workers
had to compare their respective sheets, and circle items that were different (Spot the Difference) or
matched (Symbol Matching) on both their sheets.
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Table A1. Effects on Output Quality

Dependent variable
Sample

Output

Attendance

Above
mean
rating

Qualty
rating

Full
sample

Condl on
attendance

Full
sample

(3)

(4)

(5)

Condl on
attendance
(6)

Post x Heterogeneous

-0.368**
(0.150)

-0.135***
(0.031)

-0.0888
(0.293)

0.0795
(0.238)

-0.0790
(0.200)

-0.0667
(0.205)

Post x Heterogeneous x Med wage

0.510**
(0.214)

0.0576
(0.044)

-0.244
(0.372)

-0.364
(0.297)

-0.158
(0.243)

-0.178
(0.249)

Post x Heterogeneous x High wage

0.373
(0.226)

0.0566
(0.051)

-0.438
(0.352)

-0.295
(0.272)

-0.236
(0.262)

-0.165
(0.272)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Individual fixed effects?

-0.001
0.904
3.553
3.793
0.718
0.785
Post-treatment Compressed Mean
0.519
0.283
0.340
0.531
0.368
0.437
R-squared
3685
3685
3078
2816
3078
2816
N
Notes: Difference in differences regressions. Cols. 1-2 replicate the main results for the subset of rounds where quality rating data was
collected. The dependent variable in Cols. 3-4 is the continuous quality rating on a scale of 1 (very poor) to 5 (very good). The
dependent variable in Cols. 5-6 is an indicator for a quality rating of 4 or 5 (above the mean). Regressions include day*round fixed
effects, task-specific quadratic experience trends, and controls for neighboring teams. Cols. 3-6 also include fixed effects for
task*supervisor_id (the id of the supervisor who did the quality rating). Standard errors clustered by team.
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Full sample Full sample
(1)
(2)

Quality
rating

Above
mean
rating
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Table A2.Overlap
Sample between
Overlap perceived
Between Perceived
Justification
justification
measures:Measures
Percentage of observations in each ce

Below mean
production
difference

Above mean
production
difference

Below mean
observability

30.56

21.03

Above mean
observability

24.60

23.81

Notes: Tabulations of overlap between the two sources
of variation for perceived justifications: baseline
productivity differences between a worker and his
higher ranked peer, and the observability of co-worker
output. The binary splits for each measure shown here
are those used in the tables in the analysis. The table
shows the percentage of observations in each cell.

Table A3. Robustness: Effects on Team Cohesion - Conditional on Attendance

Dependent variable

Attendance

Attendance

(1)
0.00438
(0.028)

(2)
-0.0134
(0.028)

Game:
Tower building in teams
Tower
Tower
height
height

(6)

Both workers from same team x Heterogeneous

-0.702
(0.499)

-0.182***
(0.065)

Both workers from same team

0.498**
(0.241)

0.0672*
(0.038)

At least one Heterogeneous worker in pair

0.145
(0.324)

0.0669
(0.048)

At least one low rank worker in pair

-0.758***
(0.248)

-0.0702*
(0.038)

At least one medium rank worker in pair

-0.498**
(0.235)

-0.0719*
(0.038)

Compressed_High team

-0.0543
(0.040)

Low rank worker

0.0000
(0.028)

Medium rank worker

-0.0286
(0.035)

(4)
-9.448**
(4.548)
2.486
(7.144)
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(5)

Heterogeneous team

(3)
-10.18**
(4.326)

Game:
Cooperative puzzles in pairs
Number
Above mean
correct
correct

Dependent variable mean
0.962
0.962
53.70
53.70
4.715
0.610
Observations
210
210
63
63
1606
1606
R-squared
0.0187
0.0360
0.306
0.309
0.240
0.222
Notes : This table replicates results for cooperative team building games, conditional on attendance. Cols 1-2 include the full sample of workers who participated in
endline games (these games were only run in the later rounds of the experiment). Cols. 3-4 limit analysis to teams where all 3 team mambers were present on the day
of endline games. Cols. 5-6 limit analysis to pair-games where both workers in an assigned pair were present the day of endline games. All standard errors are
clustered by team.
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